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ABSTRACT 
A matrix seminorm [[*II is called supspectral if it satisfies the condition that the 
spectral radius of a square matrix A is limsnpllA”II’/” as n-+x. This property is 
shown to be equivalent to each of two conditions on II * 11, one characterizing behavior 
on idempotent A, and the other characterizing behavior on non-nilpotent A. Exam- 
ples of supspectral seminorms are provided. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix seminorm [l] is a mapping A b ]]A ]I which assigns to each 
complex square matrix A a real number ]]A ]I satisfying the following axioms: 
I. ]]A]] > 0. 
II. ]]cA]] =]c] ]]A]] for any complex number c. 
III. ]]A+B]]< ((A((+((B(( ifA+B exists. 
Denote the trace of A by TrA, and its spectral radius by pA. Recall that if 
there is an integer n > 0 such that An =0, then A is called nilpotent, a 
condition equivalent to PA = 0, and that if A2 = A, then A is called idempo- 
tent. 
With the additional axiom 
I*. ]]A]] =0 iff A =O, 
I]. 11 is a generalized matrix norm, and the spectral radius theorem 
holds for all A [2]. It has been observed by H. K. Wimmer [l] that 
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]I A ]I = ]Tr A( is a matrix seminorm which has the weaker property 
limsup ]]A”]]‘/“=pA, 
*+m 
and he asks for a characterization of matrix seminorms with this property 
which we will call supspectral seminorms. Two such equivalent conditions 
(both similar in spirit to Axiom I*) are given next, followed by a corollary 
containing Wimmer’s result, and further examples of both supspectral and 
nonsupspectral seminorms. 
2. A SUPSPECTRAL RADIUS THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let I[*][ be a matrix seminmrn. 
(i) Fur euey A, limsup,,,llA”ll”“=pA. 
The following are equivalent: 
(ii) For every nonzero idempotent A, ]]A]] #O. 
(iii) For every non-nilpotent A, there exists an integer n>O such that 
llA”ll #O. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by showing (i)=$ii)+i)+(i), with only the 
final implication posing real difficulty. 
(i)=+(ii). i:f A#0 is idempotent, then PA = 1 = lim SUP,_~ (1 A n I I ‘/” = 
~mn- IIAII “, so ]]A]]#O. 
(ii)*(m). This implication follows from the fact that if A is not nilpotent, 
then there exists a polynomial p(t) such that Ap(A) is idempotent [3, p. 2241. 
Thus IIAp(A)II#O, which by Axioms II and III could not be true if ]]A”]] =0 
for all n. 
(iii)*(i). If A is nilpotent, (i) follows immediately. If A is not nilpotent we 
may assume that PA = 1, since the general case follows by considering 
(l/pA)A. We observe here for any matrix seminorm I] * II and sequence of 
matrices {B,} z= 1 which converges componentwise to 0, that lim,,, I] II,, I] = 
0. 
The inequality limsup,,, IIA II n ‘in < 1( = PA) is a result of the observa- 
tion that for any 0 < S < 1, the sequence (6A)” converges componentwise to 
zero. Thus for large enough n we have ]]S”A”]] < 1, and so ]]A”]]‘/” < 6-l. 
Let 6 approach 1 to obtain limsup,,, ]]A”]]‘/” < 1. 
To prove the theorem via the reverse inequality we state a lemma. The 
proof of the theorem then precedes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA. Let II*II b e a matrix seminorm with condition (iii), and let A be 
any non-nilpotent complex square matrix with PA = 1. There is an integer 
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p > 0 such that for each integer n > p we may write 
An=( ;)(Bn+C”)r 
where (a) limn+m ]I B, )I = 0, and (b) there is an (Y >0 and an increasing 
sequence of integers { ni}p=, fm which 11 C,, 11 > cr. 
The theorem follows easily, since for large enough j 
and thus 
Proof of the lemma There is no loss of generality in assuming that all 
nonzero eigenvahres of A have absolute value one. If A is otherwise, write 
A = A” + R, where XR = RA” = 0, and where the eigenvalues 4 of A with 
I& I = 1 are the only nonzero eigenvalues of A”, while those 4 with 0 < l&l < 1 
are the only nonzero eigenvalues of R. Note that A” = A”” + R n and Rn+O 
as n-+0. If the lemma were true for A”, that is, if 
then it would be true for A with 
B,=B,+ ; -lR” 
( ) 
We proceed with a useful preliminary decomposition of A”. Write 
A = N + D where ND = DN, D is diagonalizable, and N is nilpotent with 
N”#O but NM+‘=0 [4, p. 1821. We may further write [4].D=Xf_ie*El, 
where the { e”I}f= i are all of the distinct nonzero eigenvalues of A, and each 
El is idempotent with EIEk =0 if 1# k. Now define Qlm = E,N”‘D -* for 
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l<l=GLandO<m<Msothat 
the desired decomposition. We assume here that 
( > n co m if m>fl. 
We may now select p, no, and the C,, and B, for n > CL. Take for p the 
largest m, 0 < m < M, such that for at least one n > m we have 
I/Z:= leineQm )I #O. The value p must exist since otherwise, contrary to 
hypothesis, ]]A*11 =0 for all n. Take no > p so that 
Define C, = 2:= le i4Q,P, and let 
B,=( ;) -lA”- C,,, 
so that 
A”=( F)(B,+C,,) for n>/p 
as required. To verify property (a) note first that by the choice of p we have 
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Therefore 
which goes to zero as n+ co, since for m < p the value 
To verify property (b) we take (Y = /3/Z and seek an increasing sequence of 
integers ni, i = 1,2, . . . 
serve for fir > n, that 
to build on n, such that ]]C,J] >/?(i+l/Zi”). Ob- 
Since [5, p. 1691 n, can be chosen so that (n,- n&9,/277 differs from an 
integer, for every I, by less than any positive value, n, can be chosen with 
this last sum less than /3/4q, so II CJl > $p as desired. Similarly, for j > 2 we 
can find the appropriate ni. The proof is complete. n 
3. EXAMPLES 
The theorem, in particular condition (ii), easily identifies and generates 
some supspectral seminorms. 
COROLLARY. The only supspectral semirwrm of the fnm ]]A ]I = 
I&,i)EsaiiI h ITrAI. 
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Proof. That ITrA 1 is a supspectral seminorm follows easily from condi- 
tion (ii), since if A # 0 is idempotent, then ITrA 1 is equal to the rank of A 
and cannot be zero. If S lacks any index of the form (i,i), say (Z,Z), then the 
matrix A with a,, = 1 and aii = 0 otherwise is idempotent, yet [IA II= 0. If S 
includes all (i, i) indices as well as at least one (ZJ) with I# J, then the 
matrix A for which a,, = 1, arJ = - 1, and aii = 0 otherwise, is idempotent, yet 
[IA 11 =O. The proof is complete. n 
Similarly, the following are seen to be supspectral for any set S which 
contains at least all indices of the form (i,i). 
EXAMPLE 1. 
llAll = ~,~Eslaijl 
I, 
EXAMPLE 2. 
llAll= cz?$ys {lad> 
EJCAMPLEZ 3. 
IIAII = PAI + 
I I 
IX aq 
(Li)qS 
Other examples may be generated by defining a seminorm which is zero 
only on a given subspace of matrices which contains no idempotents, or by 
taking any supspectral seminorm II - 11 and nonsingular P and defining 1 IA I I r 
= lIPAl’-‘(1. 
Yet other seminorms are seen not to be supspectral by locating an 
idempotent A with llAll =O. 
EXAMPLE a. 
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EXAMPLE b. 
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